Using computer-aided image processing to estimate chemical composition of igneous rocks: A potential tool for large-scale compositional mapping
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Abstract

Digital cameras, particularly on smartphones, have led to the proliferation of amateur photographers. Of interest here is the use of smartphone cameras to conduct rapid, low-cost compositional mapping of geologic bedrock, such as plutons and batholiths, in combination with chemical analyses of rocks in the laboratory. This paper discusses some of the challenges in geochemical mapping using image analysis. We discuss methods for color calibration through a series of experiments under different light intensities and conditions (spectra). All indoor and outdoor experiments show good reproducibility, but suffer from biases imparted by different light intensities, light conditions, and camera exposure times. These biases can be greatly reduced with a linear color calibration method. Over-exposed and under-exposed images, however, cannot be fully calibrated, so we discuss methods that ensure images are properly exposed. We applied our method to 59 natural granitoid samples of known chemical composition. Strong correlations between average gray levels and major element compositions were observed, indicating that very subtle variations in bulk composition can potentially be rapidly assessed using calibrated photographs of outcrops.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing need for rapid, large-scale compositional mapping of outcrops and land surface as the pressures for mineral exploration and environmental assessment grow. The most accurate approach for compositional mapping is to collect samples from the field and analyse them in the laboratory through various geo-analytical methods (X-ray fluorescence, inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, etc.), but these approaches are too expensive and too slow to fully support rapid, large-scale compositional mapping (Potts, 2012). There is thus a need to explore other methods that may be less precise but compensate for this deficiency by allowing for the accumulation of large datasets. The best trained geologists serve as walking image processors and analyzers as they are trained to identify rocks and interpret their origins from rock textures and colors based solely on the unaided eye and years of experience. Human eyes and brains are not the same, so considerable observer variability and bias is introduced when more than one geologist is conducting a lithological survey. Computer-aided processing of rock textures has thus become an important part of quantifying such quantities as grain size, shape and spatial distribution in igneous and metamorphic petrology (Åkesson et al., 2003; Cashman and Ferry, 1988; Cashman and Marsh, 1988; Heilbronner, 2000; Jerram et al., 2003; Kemeny et al., 1993).

In this paper, we explore the use of color in quantifying the composition of igneous rocks. Because color can correlate with mineralogy, it might be expected to correlate with composition for a certain range of geologic materials. There are, however, many challenges in using color quantitatively because many variables control color and its perception (Stevens et al., 2007). For example, alteration can easily modify the surface color of mineral grains. In addition, apparent color varies
depending on the spectrum of light, which can change throughout the day or under different lighting conditions (Foster, 2011; Romero et al., 2003). There is thus a need for robust color calibration, particularly if color is being assessed outdoors when conditions change continually. In the soil science community, eye-based side-by-side comparison with the Munsell color chart has been widely used to quantify soil color in the field (Color, 1998; Pendleton and Nickerson, 1951; Rossel et al., 2006). Similar computer-based calibration against color guides (Joshi and Jensen, 2004; Pascale, 2006) has been applied to problems in food science, biosciences, agriculture and planetary exploration (Allender et al., 2018; Costa et al., 2010; Fischer, 2019; Wu and Sun, 2013).

Here, we develop a method for quantifying color from images taken from simple hand-held digital cameras or phone cameras, opening an opportunity for large-scale, high resolution mapping using citizen science. We note that the development of plant and animal identification algorithms in mobile phone apps has decreased the barriers for citizens to report observations, resulting in the largest and most comprehensive biodiversity survey of the planet to date, a feat that could never have been accomplished by all living scientists combined (Sullivan et al., 2014; Van Horn et al., 2018). Our long-term goal is to use color and texture-based image analysis to map out compositional variations of a pluton on the scale of meters or less. Our long term goals are to be able to use such compositional maps to better understand the dynamics of magmatic systems. This paper is a small step towards that goal. It is the hope that subtle variations in composition can be detected by quantifying subtle variations in color.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Samples

Image analyses were conducted on felsic granitoids from the Bernasconi Hills pluton, northern Peninsular Ranges Batholith in California, USA (Farner et al., 2017). The samples consist primarily of quartz and plagioclase with small amounts of hornblende and biotite. Felsic or silicic minerals, such as quartz and plagioclase, appear as transparent or white, whereas mafic minerals like hornblende and biotite are dark brown to black. Our goal was to quantify the “mafic index”, that is, the bulk gray level and relative proportions of dark minerals using image analysis, and in particular, to explore the challenges of quantifying mafic index under variable lighting conditions.

2.2. Experimental setup

We first conducted a series of indoor experiments under controlled light conditions to gain a sense of how ambient light affects perceived color. In all experiments, we used an iPhone 7 Plus digital camera with an aperture of f/1.8. For indoor lighting, we used two TaoTronics™ LED table lamps (12 W and 410 lumens). These LED table lamps have 5 lighting conditions (cold white - CW, white - W, natural - N, yellow -Y and warm yellow - WY) and 7 intensity levels where level 1 refers to the lowest intensity and level 7 for highest intensity. The two LED lamps were placed 26 cm over the sample and with a separation distance between the two lamps of 23 cm to minimize shadows (Fig. 1(a)). The camera was placed slightly higher than the lamps to avoid generating shadows (Fig. 1(a)). A phone holder and camera shutter remote control were used to avoid vibrations.
In order to calibrate color, we placed a X-Rite ColorChecker Passport™, which has 24 pure color patches with known sRGB values, adjacent to the rock sample for all photographs (Fig. 1(b)). Instead of using the default camera application in the iPhone 7 Plus, which stores images in the form of JPEGs, photographs were taken using an App called Camera+™. Camera+™ stores images in DNG format, which is a raw file format that does not normalize the spectral histogram of an image. Camera+™ also allows the option to manually change camera settings, such as exposure time and ISO, etc. However, for indoor experiments, we used auto mode, which allows the program to automatically choose the proper exposure time and ISO.

Image experiments were also performed outdoors under natural daylight conditions. Due to the high intensity of daylight and the ease to which iPhone cameras become saturated, pictures taken with an iPhone under bright daylight are usually overexposed, making it difficult if not impossible to calibrate an overexposed image. To solve this problem, we attached a PolarPro™ Iris neural density filter (ND filter) in front of the camera lens. We used the ND8 filter, which reduces the amount of incident light by a factor of 8 but does not change the spectrum of the incident light. Unlike the auto mode choice for indoor experiments, we manually set the exposure time and ISO for outdoor experiments and explored the effect of camera settings on the performance of the calibration.

2.3. Calibration method

Because the colors of minerals in our rock samples are primarily black and white, we studied the gray level histogram of the images instead of three separated RGB histograms. The algorithm of converting RGB tristimulus values of a pixel in the sRGB color space to one gray level value used in this paper follows the ITU-R Recommendation BT.601(BT, n.d.):
\[ Gray = Red \times 0.299 + Green \times 0.587 + Blue \times 0.114 \quad (1) \]

Luminosity calibration is usually required before color calibration to compensate for spatially heterogeneous transmission of light across the camera lens area (Hong et al., 2001; Losey, 2003). We used a white calibration board on the X-Rite ColorChecker Passport™ to check for spatial homogeneity of luminosity distribution by placing the white board in exactly the same positions where the sample and the color checker would sit. The same camera settings were adopted for all photographs (exposure time of 1/120 and ISO of 25). Our results show that the gray level histograms of the two areas (sample and color checker) were very similar, with mean grayscale values within 2\% (Fig. 2(a,b)). There was thus no need to perform any luminosity calibrations before color calibrations. In the field, so long as the light source is diffuse on the length scale of the sample, luminosity corrections are not needed.

Color was calibrated with the X-Rite ColorChecker Passport™, which offers 24 color patches with known sRGB values. RGB measurements of each of the 24 color patches were mapped to the ‘real’ RGB tristimulus values to develop a calibration model for each photograph. A linear model shown below was assumed:

\[ \begin{align*}
Red_{\text{calib}} &= \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \times Red + \alpha_2 \times Green + \alpha_3 \times Blue \\
Green_{\text{calib}} &= \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times Red + \beta_2 \times Green + \beta_3 \times Blue \\
Blue_{\text{calib}} &= \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \times Red + \gamma_2 \times Green + \gamma_3 \times Blue
\end{align*} \quad (2) \]

where \( Red_{\text{calib}}, Green_{\text{calib}} \) and \( Blue_{\text{calib}} \) refer to the red, green and blue values of a pixel in the rock image after calibration, \( Red, Green \) and \( Blue \) represent the actual RGB values of the standard, and \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are the parameters of the model. These parameters are determined by least squares fitting of the data to the above model.

\textbf{2.4. Feature extraction from histograms}
The gray level histogram of the rock image is assumed to be a mixture of two signals, each of which represents the signal of a dark or light mineral group. These two signals can be segmented by Otsu thresholding algorithm (Otsu, 1979). The dark and light mineral proportions were then estimated based on the binarization result. In addition, the average gray level intensity of histograms, which evaluate the overall gray level intensity of the rock image, also was considered in this study. All the programs in this study were coded in Python 3.6 (code can be accessed via https://github.com/Zhangjulin/Color_calibration/blob/master/Color_calibration.py).

3. Results

3.1. Reproducibility of indoor and outdoor experiments

In order to evaluate internal reproducibility, images of a same rock sample along with the color checker (Fig. 1(b)) were taken 10 times under the same light condition. We checked the consistency of gray level histograms among these 10 images before and after color calibration. The reproducibility experiments were done both indoor and outdoor. For the indoor reproducibility experiments, two LED lamps were set to white (W) light condition and intensity level of 5. Auto mode on the iPhone was used, resulting in an exposure time of 1/300 and ISO of 25. For the outdoor reproducibility experiments under daylight, we attached a ND8 filter to the iPhone camera to avoid overexposure and we manually set the exposure time to 1/750 and ISO to 25.

The results show that both indoor and outdoor histograms have good internal consistency before and after color calibration (Fig. 3). We note that there is a small spike at gray level intensity of 0 in the outdoor non-calibrated histograms (Fig. 3(c)), indicating a slight underexposure. In any case, histograms are bimodal with the left
peak representing the dark mineral mode and the right peak representing the light
mineral mode. These two modes overlap between gray level intensity 60 to 130.

Average gray level intensities and mineral proportions were later determined
from calibrated histograms. We also evaluated reproducibility of these two indices.
The results show that the mean value of dark mineral proportion for indoor
experiments is 0.365 with a relative two standard deviation (2RSD) of 1.54% while
the mean and 2RSD for outdoor experiments are 0.354 and 0.680% (detailed data can
be found in the supplemental materials). The mean and 2RSD of dark mineral
proportion between indoor and outdoor experiments were similar. The average gray
level for indoor experiments is 125.2 (2RSD = 0.12%) and 117.2 (2RSD = 0.22%) for
outdoor experiments.

3.2. Indoor experiments

We accumulated 35 images of a same granitoid sample (Fig. 1(b)) indoors
with different LED light conditions or intensities. The gray level histograms of these
35 images after color calibration show more internal consistency than before color
calibration (Fig. 4). The discrepancy of uncalibrated histograms comes from the
difference in LED light conditions and intensities.

We first checked the RGB measurements of the color checker to see how light
intensity biases color. Fig. 5 shows measured versus actual color for the color checker
under CW, W, N, Y and WY light conditions with intensity levels of 1, 5 and 7. Every
data point in Fig. 5 represents red (green or blue) measurements corresponding to the
24 calibration standards. Deviations from the 1:1 line indicate measurement bias. All
experiments show some level of bias. For Y and WY light conditions, the degree of
bias appears to be independent of intensity level (Fig. 5(j-o)). This is because the
iPhone auto exposure program adequately changes exposure time and ISO to
compensate for different light intensity. Bias remains constant for CW, W, and N light conditions when intensity increases from level 1 to level 5 (Fig. 5(a,b,d,e,g,h)), but when intensity increases to level 7, there is an increase in the negative deviation of measured values compared to standard values (Fig. 5(c,f,i)).

Of particular interest is how the degree of bias varies between different light conditions, which would indicate that the spectrum of light influences color perception. For an intensity level of 5 (Fig. 5(b,e,h,k,n)), measurements under CW, W and N mostly fall close to the 1:1 line (Fig. 5(b,e,h)), with the exception of measurements lower than 100, which fall below the 1:1 line. We also note that the blue data are systematically higher than the green and red data. When Y light is used, some blue data go to zero, indicating underexposure (Fig. 5(k)). Unlike CW, W and N light conditions, the red data under Y light conditions are systematically higher than the green and blue data. For WY light, red, green and blue data all show significant bias from the standard (Fig. 5(n)) although the data parallel the 1:1 line.

The color biases observed for the different light conditions are undoubtedly due to differences in the spectrum of the 5 light conditions. CW and W light have more short wavelength light (blue) but less long wavelength light (red), so the reflected light of the color checker will have more blue than red light (Fig. 5(b,e)). In contrast, Y and WY light have more long wavelength light than short wavelength light, and as a consequence, the reflected light has more red than blue light (Fig. 5(k,n)).

The above experiments were also used to explore the effects of light intensity and light condition (spectrum) on gray level histograms (Fig. 6-7). Uncalibrated histograms regardless of light condition are consistent between light intensities of 1-5 (Fig. 6(a,c-f)), but shift darker at intensity level of 6 and 7 for CW, W and N light
conditions (Fig. 6(a,c,d)). However, after calibration, histograms converge and are consistent across all light intensities (Fig. 6(b)). The calibrated histograms become slightly compressed compared to the uncalibrated histograms (Fig. 6(a,b)).

The effects of light condition on gray level histograms were also explored. Fig. 7(a,c,e) show the comparisons of uncalibrated gray level histograms for different light conditions under the same light intensity level (1, 4 and 7). Varying light condition caused the centroid of dark and light minerals to migrate. In particular, the light mineral mode in WY light becomes compressed and shifts darker compared to other light conditions, although this effect diminishes when light intensity increases to 7 (Fig. 7(e)). After calibration, histograms in WY light converge to that of other light conditions (Fig. 7(b,d,f)).

Average gray level and mineral proportions were estimated from both uncalibrated and calibrated histograms. The mean value of average gray level of uncalibrated histograms is 115.0 (2RSD = 6.2%) and that of calibrated histograms is 125.3 (2RSD = 0.78%). The mean value of calibrated results is ~9% larger than for the uncalibrated results, and the variance of calibrated results is much smaller. The mean value of the dark mineral proportion estimated from uncalibrated histograms is 0.359 (2RSD = 2.68%), and 0.360 (2RSD = 2.80%) for calibrated histograms. The mineral proportion estimated from uncalibrated and calibrated histograms are similar. While mean grayscale and mineral proportion values are similar for different lighting conditions, there is more variation in the magnitude of the 2RSDs across light conditions (Table 1). CW light displays the largest variability whereas WY light displays the smallest variability, with 2RSD decreasing as the softness of light increases.

3.3. Outdoor experiments under uncontrolled daylight
In order to study the influence of dynamic daylight in gray level histograms, we conducted 20 series of outdoor experiments at different times of the day (from morning to afternoon) and on days with different lighting conditions (sunny and cloudy days).

Here, we present the results of one representative outdoor experiment performed on a sunny afternoon. We first explored auto mode (exposure time of ~1/3500 and ISO of 20). Nearly all RGB measurements of the color checker deviate positively from the standard values (Fig. 8(a)). Some RGB measurements even approach the saturation limit (255), which indicates overexposure. The uncalibrated histogram under auto mode shifts much lighter compared to indoor uncalibrated histograms as exemplified in Fig. 8(b) for N light condition and intensity level of 4. A linear color calibration was found to fix the shift but there remains obvious discrepancy between the histogram shape, especially towards the dark mineral mode (Fig. 8(c)).

To improve on this, we attached a ND8 filter to the iPhone 7 Plus, which reduces the amount of light transmitted to the camera. Images were taken with a series of different exposure times (1/500, 1/750, 1/1000 and 1/1500) with ISO manually fixed to 25 to be consistent with the indoor experiments. The exposure time of 1/500 combined with a ND8 filter still results in overexposure and does not improve results (Fig. 8(d-f)). When the exposure time decreases to 1/750 and 1/1000, the discrepancy between measurements and standards in the color checker are reduced, and both the uncalibrated and calibrated histograms match better with reference histograms (Fig. 8(g-l)). However, when exposure time decreases to 1/1500, all the RGB measurements fall below the corresponding standards due to underexposure (Fig. 8(m)). This underexposure drives the uncalibrated histogram to shift darker (Fig. 8(n))
and worsens the calibrated histogram (Fig. 8(o)). These results show that a too small or too large exposure time will distort the histogram even after calibration. Therefore, an optimal exposure time window is necessary, and for this outdoor experiment, exposure time of 1/750-1/1000 is favored.

The results of other 19 outdoor experiments show that the optimal exposure time varies under different daylight conditions (see supplemental data). Average gray levels and dark mineral proportions of these 20 outdoor experiments were determined from calibrated histograms that are properly exposed. The mean value of average gray levels for these 20 experiments is 115.5 (2RSD = 4.3%, Table 2). The outdoor mean value is ~8% lower than the indoor result (125.3, 2RSD = 0.78%) and has a larger 2RSD. The mean value of dark mineral proportions is 0.365 (2RSD = 8.07%), which is close to the indoor result (0.360, 2RSD = 2.80%) but has a larger 2RSD. Without the assistance of a ND filter, both the average gray level (115.9, 2RSD = 6.0%) and mineral proportion estimates (0.339, 2RSD = 18.6%) exhibit much larger variation (Table 2).

4. Discussion

4.1. Prospects and pitfalls of indoor imaging

The reproducibility tests show that an iPhone 7 Plus, combined with Camera+ APP, is able to obtain consistent gray level histograms under the same light condition (Fig. 3(a,c)). The linear color calibration method maintains this consistency even though histogram shapes are changed (Fig. 3(b,d)). Limited variation of average gray level and dark mineral proportions estimated from calibrated histograms indicate that our method is robust.
Indoor experiments show that varying light conditions impacts color information (Fig. 5). Differences in light conditions or intensity can lead to inconsistency of gray level histograms on the same rock sample (Fig. 6(a,c-f) and Fig. 7(a,c,e)). However, we showed that consistency can be improved significantly with a linear calibration (Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b,d,f)), supporting the validity of our method to calibrate histograms under indoor conditions.

4.2. Prospects and pitfalls of outdoor imaging

Outdoor experiment results show that auto mode is very likely to overexpose images (Fig. 8(a,b)). We also show that a linear calibration cannot perfectly calibrate the histograms (Fig. 8(c)). Therefore, for field geological mapping, it is wise to use manual mode with a ND filter and set proper exposure time appropriate to the daylight condition (Fig. 8(d-o)). However, it is difficult to determine the optimal exposure time if an indoor reference is not known, which would likely be the case for the casual citizen scientist. One way to solve this problem is to check the measurement-standard diagram of the color checker to see whether all the data lies around the 1:1 line, but this approach may be too qualitative.

Here, we explore a more quantitative method to determine the optimal exposure time window under arbitrary daylight conditions without knowledge of an indoor reference. Based on the consistency between indoor and outdoor histograms, we categorized all 90 images from 20 outdoor experiments into three groups: proper exposed images, underexposed images, and overexposed images. These three groups can be well classified by the red channel measurement of the orange patch (‘I’ in Fig. 9(a)) and blue patch (‘II’ in Fig. 9(a)) of the color checker since the red channels of these two colors are sensitive to the light intensity change (Fig. 9(b)). The blue, red and black data symbols in Fig. 9(b) represent the overexposed, proper exposed and
underexposed data, respectively. Under proper exposure, data fall in a window bounded by the overexposed and underexposed data (Fig. 9(b)): 225-240 for the orange patch and 10-30 for the blue patch. For other brand color checkers, the optimal window for those two patches may be different and needs to be studied.

4.3. Estimating dark and light mineral proportions

Average gray level and dark mineral proportion were determined from the histograms. Overall, these two indexes of indoor experiments vary much smaller than outdoor experiments (Table 2). This may due to the uncontrolled property of daylight. Indoor experiment results show that the average gray level of calibrated histograms has much smaller variation (2RSD = 0.78%) than uncalibrated histograms (2RSD = 6.2%). This means that calibration can greatly improve the consistency of average gray level under different light conditions. The dark mineral proportion results between calibrated and uncalibrated histograms are similar. This is because within the variability of indoor light conditions, calibration does not significantly change the shapes of the histograms which determine the Otsu thresholding results. In contrast, for the outdoor experiments without ND filter, calibration significantly changes the shapes of histograms (Fig. 8(c)). Therefore, the dark mineral proportion results (0.339, 2RSD = 18.6%) are not consistent well with the indoor experiments (0.360, 2RSD = 2.80%, Table 2). The much better result of proper exposed outdoor experiments with a ND filter (0.365, 2RSD = 8.07%, Table 2) supports the necessity of ND filter under daylight condition.

4.4. Application to petrology

The calibration method proposed in this paper can provide precise and consistent histograms, which store valuable color information, of rock samples under
different light conditions. Some features, such as average gray level, of the histograms may correlate with chemical components of rocks considering the association between color information and mineralogy. To test this hypothesis, we did indoor experiments on 59 rock samples for which bulk chemical compositions were analyzed by XRF. These rocks are from the Bernasconi Hills pluton in the northern Peninsular Ranges Batholith in California, USA (Farner et al., 2017). Thirty-five of these samples are felsic granitoids and the remaining are mafic enclaves. Only the fresh faces of rock samples were used here since weathering can cause discoloration of mineral surfaces. We followed our indoor protocols outlined above. Rock samples were placed under two LED lamps along with a color checker for color calibration. All the 59 experiments were carried out under N light condition and light intensity level of 4.

The results show that the average gray levels of calibrated histograms correlate well with some chemical components (Fig. 10). Gray scale correlates negatively with FeO, MnO and MgO, and positively with SiO₂, which we attribute to the fact that the most abundant dark mineral in these samples is hornblende, which is rich in Fe, Mn and Mg. For FeO and MnO, the R² of correlations can reach 0.9 (Fig. 10(a,b)), and for MgO and SiO₂ are above 0.85 (Fig. 10(c,d)). Given the fact that outdoor 2RSD result of average gray level is ~4.3% (Table 2), these correlations from indoor experiments imply that our method may also work for outdoor compositional mapping. In this paper, we only explored the correlation between average gray level and chemical composition. Some mining industry studies show that the correlation can be improved further if more color features or even textural features are incorporated (Bonifazi et al., 2001; Haavisto et al., 2006; Hargrave and Hall, 1997; Hargrave et al., 1996; Oestreich et al., 1995). Therefore, a more generalizable model
can be developed as more features and data are accumulated, serving potentially as a powerful tool to predict the chemical compositions of rock by image analysis.

There are of course some limitations in our method. In this paper, we focus on the gray level histograms because our rock samples only have dark and light minerals. For rocks containing more ‘colorful’ minerals, it will be better to study the three RGB histograms separately or even to consider the HSI color space. However, this paper is a step towards this direction of full color image analysis. In the future, we hope to explore other features, such as peak amplitude, peak width, etc.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a simple but detailed method for imaging and color calibration of rocks using a digital camera on an iPhone 7 Plus. This simple color calibration method, assisted with a color checker as standard, can greatly improve the consistency of gray level histograms of the rock sample under different light conditions. We also showed that average gray levels of calibrated histograms strongly correlate with some chemical contents of 59 plutonic rocks, indicating that our method has potential for being an efficient tool for compositional mapping at large scale.
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## Tables

Table 1. Average gray levels and dark mineral proportions estimated from calibrated histograms under different light conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light condition</th>
<th>Average gray level</th>
<th>Dark mineral proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2RSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold white (CW)</td>
<td>125.2</td>
<td>0.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (W)</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>0.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural light (N)</td>
<td>125.6</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow (Y)</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm yellow (WY)</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>125.3</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Average gray levels and dark mineral proportions estimated from calibrated histograms indoors and outdoors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light condition</th>
<th>ND filter</th>
<th>Average gray level</th>
<th>Dark mineral proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 2RSD</td>
<td>Mean 2RSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>125.3 0.78%</td>
<td>0.360 2.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>115.5 4.3%</td>
<td>0.365 8.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>115.9 6.0%</td>
<td>0.339 18.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure legends

Figure 1. Indoor experiment environment and materials used in this project. (a) Two LED lamps were placed in parallel over the sample. An iPhone was placed above the lamps. (b) A granitoid sample, along with a color checker, was placed under the lamps.

Figure 2. Results of luminosity experiments. (a) Comparison of two gray level histograms of the same white board placed at the positions where the sample (orange histogram) and the color checker (blue histogram) should sit. (b) Zoomed in view of (a). Gray level mean for sample and color checker locations are ~185 and ~190, respectively.

Figure 3. Results of reproducibility experiments. (a) Indoor result before calibration, (b) indoor result after calibration, (c) outdoor result before calibration and (d) outdoor result after calibration. Each panel shows the results of 10 independent experiments.

Figure 4. Gray level histograms of the same granitoid sample under different indoor LED light conditions and intensities. (a) Histograms before color calibration and (b) histograms after color calibration.

Figure 5. Measurement of color-checker standards under different indoor light conditions and intensities. X-axis represents standard values and Y-axis represents measured gray level. Color (red, green and blue) of each data point refers to the RGB tristimulus value of a particular color patch on the color checker. (a)-(c) CW light,
(d)-(f) W light, (g)-(i) N light (j)-(l) Y light, and (m)-(o) WY light. Light intensity was fixed to level 1, 5 and 7 (columns).

**Figure 6. Gray level histograms of granitoid sample under constant indoor light conditions but different intensities.** (a) Uncalibrated and (b) calibrated histograms under CW light condition with different light intensity levels. Uncalibrated histograms under (c) W, (d) N, (e) Y, and (f) WY light with different light intensity levels.

**Figure 7. Gray level histograms of the granitoid sample under constant indoor light intensity but different light conditions.** (a) Uncalibrated and (b) calibrated histograms under different light conditions with light intensity fixed to level 1. (c) Uncalibrated and (d) calibrated histograms under different light conditions with light intensity fixed to level 4. (e) Uncalibrated and (f) calibrated histograms under different light conditions with light intensity fixed to level 7.

**Figure 8. Outdoor color calibration results with different exposure times.** (a) Comparison of measured gray scale to standard values of the color checker, (b) uncalibrated and (c) calibrated histograms of the granitoid sample when using auto exposure. The results when manually setting the exposure time to (d)-(f) 1/500, (g)-(i) 1/750, (j)-(l) 1/1000 and (m)-(o) 1/1500 seconds.

**Figure 9. A quantitative method to determine the optimal exposure time window under arbitrary daylight conditions.** (a) Orange and blue patches in the color checker were analyzed. (b) Red channel measurements of orange and blue patch for
20 outdoor experiments with different exposure times. The blue, red and black data points represent overexposed, properly exposed and underexposed data, respectively.

Figure 10. Correlations between average gray level of calibrated histograms and major element contents from 59 rock samples. Gray scale correlates negatively with whole-rock (a) FeO, (b) MnO and (c) MgO, and positively with (d) SiO$_2$ (wt. %).
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